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Target:

Architects, Building/Construction Engineers, 
Technical Architects, Chartered Surveyors, 
Geometers…

Professionals from the building sector who 
have a good knowledge of construction 
materials and construction systems of 
buildings.

DIAGNOSIS Project. Professional profile



Building Diagnosis Expert, a professional able to:
 Inspect buildings. Research skills
 Identify building materials and systems.
 Identify building pathology, damages and defects.
 Data collection of all the necessary information. 

Documentary and in the building (visual, with tools, with 
analytical techniques). 

 Coordination of experts in different subjects.
 Interpreting damages and dysfunctions.
 Make a qualitative assessment.
 Make a quantitative assessment.
 Communication skills, including report writing
 Establish conclusions. Diagnosis

Object of the DIAGNOSIS training



Building Diagnosis Expert, a professional able to 
answer to different kinds of demands:

 Pre-diagnosis for a homogeneous evaluation of 
buildings as a whole or parts of them. It could be used 
also to sale or buy a property.
Client: Administrations, large owners, private owners...

 Punctual report on specific damages and repair of 
failures (simple or complex) or preventive maintenance. 
Client: Private owners, Administrations...

 Diagnosis of a building, prior to a rehabilitation project.
Client: Projector or developer

Object of the DIAGNOSIS training



Particular conditions of a DIAGNOSIS assignment

Specially complex mission (outside rules and 
regulations)

Mastery many disciplines is required (structures 
assessment, energy efficiency evaluation,  graphical 
survey, traditional materials, construction systems, 
laboratory analysis, chemical analysis, etc.)

Very often the collaboration of experienced experts 
in different specialties are needed

The final question is: 
Will our “expert” be able to do it?



Professional profile of the DIAGNOSIS training



Open debate concerning the Professional 
profile of the “Building Diagnosis Expert”
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